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Straw Dogs and the Transnational  
Remaking of Nations’ Regions 
 
SOME TWO DECADES SINCE THE GENESIS OF THE NEW SOUTHERN STUDIES 
(NSS), it is possible to discern two dominant strands, and two geo-
graphic scales, in much NSS scholarship. The first strand situated the 
US South at a national scale as a corrective to hoary models of American 
studies that continued to disavow the South as the abject, racist excep-
tion to a progressive, liberal United States. In the 2001 American Liter-
ature special issue that coined the term “new southern studies,” 
Houston A. Baker and Dana D. Nelson insisted that “‘The South’ is the 
US social, political, racial, economic, ethical, and everyday-life imagi-
nary written as ‘regionalism’” (235). This strand of the NSS received its 
fullest articulation in two monographs: Leigh Anne Duck’s The Na-
tion’s Region: Southern Modernism, Segregation, and U.S. National-
ism (2006) and Jennifer Rae Greeson’s Our South: Geographic Fantasy 
and the Rise of National Literature (2010). Duck identified the “projec-
tive fantasies” whereby an “anomalous” and “‘backward South’” was 
distinguished from a putatively “modern or ‘enlightened nation’” (3); 
Greeson emphasized that the South is “a site of national fantasy,” a 
convenient “internal other ” that “bluntly contradicts the national 
ideal” (1). Such work dovetailed with the essay collection The Myth of 
Southern Exceptionalism (2009). The editors, historians Matthew D. 
Lassiter and Joseph Crespino, similarly stressed that “the basic features 
of southern exceptionalism”—summarized by Greeson as “slavery, 
white supremacy, underdevelopment, poverty, backwardness” (1)— 
“still structure the popular mythology of American exceptionalism—a 
story of white racial innocence” and “an essentially liberal national pro-
ject” (7).   
 The other dominant NSS strand and scale was transnational and 
global. In a 2006 special issue of American Literature, Kathryn McKee 
and Annette Trefzer looked beyond the “largely nation-bound” limits 
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of the Baker-Nelson NSS model to the “global contexts” of ostensibly 
“local” texts (678). Early global NSS scholarship was mostly hemi-
spheric, exploring connections between the US South, the Caribbean, 
and Latin America. Later work looked beyond the hemispheric. In 
Where the New World Is: Literature about the U.S. South at Global 
Scales (2018), I ventured that “there is still much to be said and done to 
reassess the U.S. South . . . from an array of transnational perspectives” 
and “at various global scales: hemispheric, transatlantic, and transpa-
cific” (x).1 
 Now that the NSS is no longer new, retrospective appraisals are un-
derway; emerging scholars even refer to a “new southern studies tradi-
tion” (Chadd 230). Yet we still need to explore further the US South’s 
global contexts and scales, and in properly comparative terms: in NSS 
scholarship that took transnational turns, the US South itself usually 
remained the privileged focus. In this essay, then, I turn to a cultural 
text—the 2011 Hollywood thriller Straw Dogs, written and directed by 
Rob Lurie—that helps us see how the contemporary US South contin-
ues to function as the nation’s internal other, and how similar processes 
have operated in another national context across the Atlantic. Because 
Lurie’s Straw Dogs is a remake, the movie and its textual antecedents—
a novel and another film—facilitate a fuller comparative, transnational 
analysis of how nations’ regions function ideologically.  
 Lurie’s Straw Dogs begins with actor Amy Sumner (Kate Bosworth) 
returning from Los Angeles to her “home, sweet home” of Blackwater, 
which she says is “pronounced Backwater, Mississippi.” Amy and her 
screenwriter husband David (James Marsden) plan to redevelop Amy’s 
storm-damaged childhood home, the Wilcox farm, following the death 
of her father. The plot narrows into a tale of tension and conflict be-
tween this urbane, creative class, California-based couple and Blackwa-
ter’s white working-class men. Amy becomes the object of a struggle 
between cerebral, bespectacled David and buff, self-declared “redneck” 
Charlie Venner (Alexander Skarsgård), leader of a work crew con-
tracted to repair a barn on the farm, and Amy’s high school sweetheart. 
In the film’s most harrowing sequence, Charlie and workmate Norman 
(Rhys Coiro) lure David away on a hunting expedition before raping 
Amy in the farmhouse living room. The drama climaxes as Charlie, 

 
1 On the US South and the Pacific Rim, see Harker. 
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Norman, fellow crew members Chris (Billy Lush) and Bic (Drew Pow-
ell), and their former football coach Tom Heddon (James Woods) lay 
siege to the farm after learning that the Sumners are harboring the 
mentally challenged Jeremy Niles (Dominic Purcell), who has acci-
dentally suffocated Heddon’s teenage daughter Janice (Willa Holland). 
When Tom murders John Burke (Laz Alonso), the black sheriff who 
arrives to restore law and order, Amy and especially David resort to 
violence to defend the farm and themselves. The vigilantes become the 
victims: Chris, Tom, Bic, Norman, and Charlie all die in increasingly 
gruesome fashion. 
 Such lurid scenes of violence will be familiar to many viewers of 
Lurie’s film, as Charlie and his crew reprise what Deborah E. Barker 
and Kathryn McKee term the “redneck menace” in US cinema’s “south-
ern imaginary.” Barker and McKee trace this trope, “in which working 
and lower-class white men embodied the threat to white womanhood” 
(9) as well as blacks and non-southerners, from The Story of Temple 
Drake—a 1933 film based on William Faulkner’s 1931 novel Sanctu-
ary—via To Kill a Mockingbird (novel 1960, film 1962) and Deliver-
ance (novel 1970, film 1972) to A Time to Kill (novel 1989, film 1996). 
Lurie’s Straw Dogs is not a southern literary adaptation, though: it is a 
remake of Sam Peckinpah’s notorious 1971 film of the same name, 
which in turn derived from Scottish author Gordon M. Williams’s 
novel The Siege of Trencher’s Farm (1969). Indeed, the US southern 
setting of Lurie’s remake may surprise viewers aware that both Wil-
liams’s The Siege of Trencher’s Farm and Peckinpah’s Straw Dogs recast 
the US West(ern) in England’s West Country. Williams’s protagonist 
George Magruder is an American professor of British literature with a 
less scholarly “specialisation” in “Westerns” (49): during the novel’s tit-
ular siege, George imagines himself to be starring in “a cowboy film” 
(146). Circa 1969, the year in which Trencher’s Farm was set as well as 
published, The Wild Bunch made Peckinpah the most celebrated prac-
titioner of precisely that genre of which George considers himself a 
“connoisseur” (49). When Peckinpah’s Straw Dogs appeared in cinemas 
two years later, the regeneration through violence of American math 
professor David Sumner (the film version of George Magruder) invited 
comparison with the bloodshed permeating The Wild Bunch: British 
reviewers declared that “Peckinpah had exported his Western milieu 
to the West Country” (Simkin 48). Scholars too have defined Straw 
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Dogs as a “displaced Western” (Simkin 74). So why does Lurie’s remake 
take place in the South, rather than that other US region with which 
its textual history was imbricated?  
 This essay traces the transnational and “intertextual geographies”2 of 
The Siege of Trencher’s Farm and both Straw Dogs as they shift from 
England’s West Country to the US South. In particular, I compare the 
West Country—the counties of Devon and Cornwall—in Williams’s 
novel and Peckinpah’s film, and the Deep South—the state of Missis-
sippi—in Lurie’s movie. I show that beyond Williams’s knowing ges-
tures to the Western, Trencher’s Farm tapped into much older ideas of 
the West Country and its people as primitive, pagan, and savage. 
Though the novel is loosely located in Devon, it intones a deeply rooted 
discourse of Cornwall as England’s mysterious, dangerous internal 
other. Peckinpah’s Straw Dogs, set and filmed in the far west of Corn-
wall, amplifies this otherness. To read Peckinpah’s adaptation merely 
as a “displaced Western” itself displaces the movie’s investment in 
centuries-old images of Cornwall as a distinctive, recalcitrant region 
within and against the nation. Most importantly for my purposes, 
though, this is also key to understanding why Lurie’s remake moves to 
Mississippi: the role of the Cornish imaginary in British cultural history 
anticipates and adapts to the southern imaginary in US cultural history. 
In a transnational comparative context, the US South (particularly Mis-
sissippi) resembles the West Country (particularly Cornwall) as a disa-
vowed nation’s region. Taken together, Williams’s novel and the two 
Straw Dogs reveal how both the West Country and the US South oper-
ate as national fantasies through which “backward” regions perform 

 
2 This term is adapted from Anna Brickhouse’s argument that Nella Larsen’s novel 

Quicksand (1928) references a wide range of anterior texts to construct its transnational 
and “intertextual geography” (535–36). I do not focus on adaptation from literature to 
film; nor am I invested in theories of “remaking” from film studies. I do want to note, 
though, that Constantine Verevis has usefully challenged the narrowness of existing 
scholarship on “remaking film” by introducing “the broader concept of intertextuality” 
(87). Verevis glosses Thomas M. Leitch’s model of “the triangular relationship among a 
remake, its original film, and the source for both films”—a model that superficially 
seems useful to my analysis of Lurie’s Straw Dogs, Peckinpah’s Straw Dogs, and Wil-
liams’s literary “source”—but critiques Leitch’s “suggestion that remakes compete with 
earlier versions” by claiming fidelity to the “original” text (92, 93). As we shall see, for 
the most part Lurie’s remake resembles Peckinpah’s film more than Williams’s novel. 
My thanks to Sarah Gleeson-White for alerting me to Verevis’s article, and for feedback 
on a draft of this essay.   
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ideological cultural work. Cornish “yokels” and Mississippian “red-
necks” go from initially inhospitable to openly rebellious: though os-
tensibly white, they figure as savage ethnic embodiments of regional 
difference. In Cornwall and Mississippi alike, the white male American 
hero of Straw Dogs must confront and contain the locals’ violent upris-
ing.  
 
The West Country/Cornwall as Nation’s Region  
 The Siege of Trencher’s Farm was inspired partly by murderer Frank 
Mitchell’s escape from Dartmoor prison in Devon during December 
1966. Williams turned newspaper accounts of Mitchell’s dramatic 
breakout into a subplot about the escape of child rapist and murderer 
Henry Niles from Two Waters Institution for the Criminally Insane, “a 
grim stone fortress rising out of the bleak slopes of the moor” (20). 
Trencher’s Farm’s primary action takes place in Dando Monachorum, 
a nearby village. The novel’s opening paragraph observes that 
 

In the same year that Man first flew to the Moon and the last American soldier left 
Vietnam there were still corners of England where lived men and women who had 
never travelled more than fifteen miles from their own homes. They had spent all 
their lives on the same land that had supported their fathers and grandfathers and 
great-grandfathers and unknown generations before that. (7)  

 
Williams hereby establishes the West Country as a static chronotope 
that deviates from both the English nation and the global, even cosmic 
scale of the modern United States: in Dando, “the old ways and the old 
ideas lived on as before” (7). The chapter emphasizes “a dark side to this 
corner of England,” especially its “poverty,” hostility to “strangers,” and 
the incestuous character of its populace: “Dando marries its own, was a 
local saying. . . . Dando, they said, had married its own for too many 
years.” The penultimate paragraph observes ominously that “the out-
sider” never heard more than “hinted references” to the “ancient his-
tory” of a soldier being hacked to death as retribution for raping a 
twelve-year-old local girl named Mary Tremaine. The heterodiegetic 
narrator here provides privileged knowledge to readers: we already 
know more about Dando’s “dark side” than do the village’s “few outsid-
ers”—in particular, the recently arrived American protagonist George 
Magruder (8–9).  
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 In stressing that Dando “had been apart for a thousand years” (10), 
Williams was drawing upon a long tradition—itself dating back a mil-
lennium—of imagining the West Country as both spatially and tempo-
rally “apart.” The West Country has long figured as a Celtic periphery 
to the Anglo-Saxon core; Cornwall especially has been seen as at best 
ambiguously part of England (or Britain), and at worst a treacherous 
neo-nation unto itself. Trencher’s Farm does not clearly locate Dando 
in a specific county, but the early references to “the Moor” and Plym-
outh (8–9) suggest Devon, where two villages feature Monachorum in 
their name; Dartmoor covers nearly four hundred square miles; and 
Plymouth is the largest city. Yet there are telling gestures westward to 
Cornwall: the Cornish surname of the raped girl3; Dando’s proximity to 
Plymouth, on Devon’s border with Cornwall; and intertextual echoes 
of Bodmin Moor in Daphne du Maurier’s bestseller Jamaica Inn (1936), 
where the “pagan” (45) locals are “born of strange stock” with “some-
thing of the devil left in them still” (16). Such topographical impreci-
sion and sinister superstition made Williams’s “dark . . . corner of 
England” eminently transportable to the far west of Cornwall in Peck-
inpah’s film.4 
 “A thousand years” earlier, both Devon and Cornwall had been part 
of the Roman canton called Dumnonia. Historian Philip Payton details 
how following “[t]he final subjugation of Cornwall” by Athelstan in 
936, the county remained “neither separate [from] nor incorporated” 
into England (73, 74). This ambivalent, often antagonistic relationship 
between region and nation became a consistent theme in English soci-
opolitical discourse. In 1327, Bishop John de Grandisson deemed Corn-
wall “not only the ends of the earth but the very ends of the ends 
thereof.” Fifteen years later the Archdeacon of Cornwall resigned be-
cause the natives were “of a rebellious temper, and obdurate in the face 
of attempts to teach and correct” (98). The 1497 An Gof uprising bol-
stered this image of the obstreperous Cornish. During the English Civil 
War (1642–51), in which Cornish leaders mostly remained loyal to the 

 
3 An old Cornish rhyme goes “By Tre [as in Tremaine], Pol, and Pen/You shall know 

the Cornishmen” (Payton 148). 
4 Tellingly, some studies of Straw Dogs assume that its literary source also takes 

place in Cornwall. Sragow refers to “the Cornwall parishes of Dando and Compton 
Wakely” in Trencher’s Farm, and remarks that “Williams’ academic fantasizes about 
Cornwall as his own southwestern frontier” (71–72). 
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crown, Roundhead propaganda deemed the duchy a “corner of igno-
rants”: not merely a popish but “a pagan principality” (156). Round-
heads repeatedly inveighed against “heathen . . . Hellish, Cornwall” and 
the “perfidious Cornish,” “rebels” among whom “a common muttering” 
was “that their country was never conquered” (162, 163). The collapse 
of Cornwall’s tin industry compounded widespread poverty, and en-
gendered the Great Emigration of a quarter of a million Cornish be-
tween 1840 and 1900. By 1947, a University College of the South West 
report was surveying “bleak, lonely areas . . . where the village nucleus 
may consist merely of an isolated church, with perhaps a few cottages; 
where the parish is less of a community” than a few “scattered farms”: 
“it is here that rural decadence, materially, mentally and spiritually is 
seen at its lowest depths” (267). The report’s description provides an 
eerily prescient template for both Dando parish in The Siege of 
Trencher’s Farm—“seven or eight shabby cottages,” a derelict school, 
an “ill-favored” chapel, and a pub (13)—and the village of Wakely in 
Peckinpah’s Straw Dogs. 
 In cultural history, this continued emphasis on Cornishmen’s “pa-
gan” and “perfidious” character has been leavened by regular infusions 
of “Celtic” mysticism. Rachel Moseley remarks that even while Corn-
wall is represented as “‘other,’ and even as another country,” it is “re-
peatedly figured as romantic.” Because key texts in literature and on 
screen have been “predicated upon the question of Cornwall’s periph-
eral relationship to the rest of the nation,” the “place-myth of Cornwall 
is composed of contradictions: familiar/foreign, bucolic and noble/ 
backward” (218–19). There are striking parallels here with how the US 
South has operated as an (in Greeson’s term) “internal other,” and the 
ways in which, as W. Fitzhugh Brundage observes, US southern cul-
tural forms and “folkways” have been figured (and denigrated) as dis-
tinctively “primordial,” yet also fetishized as “‘authentic’ . . . evidence 
of the enrichment of American life” (29). On one hand, English authors 
reaffirmed Cornish otherness: in 1851, Wilkie Collins called Cornwall 
“a county where . . . a stranger is doubly a stranger . . . where the na-
tional feeling is almost entirely merged in the local feeling” (Payton 
196). On the other hand, Cornwall’s agrarian tradition, industrial col-
lapse, and massive depopulation allowed writers to romanticize the 
county as a resistant “place of ritual and magic vaguely conceived as 
‘Celtic’” (Westland 269). In 1916, D. H. Lawrence—who lived briefly 
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at Higher Tregerthen farm near Zennor, about ten miles from where 
Straw Dogs was filmed—declaimed enthusiastically, “It is not England. 
It is bare and dark and elemental . . . old, Celtic, pre-Christian” (Letters 
503). Yet visitors’ fantasies concerning Cornwall’s mystical geography 
often diverged from their darker views of the Cornish people. In The 
Land’s End (1908), W. H. Hudson remarked that few “Englishmen in 
Cornwall” (itself a telling distinction) “did not experience that antipa-
thy or sense of separation in mind from the people they live with” (Pay-
ton 196). Lawrence’s associate Philip Heseltine went further: “We 
ought to re-people this wonderful neighbourhood, for the indigenous 
man is vile . . . your average Cornishman is a veritable savage—igno-
rant, suspicious and quite hysterically ill-tempered” (Westland 272). A 
half-century later, Williams’s novel recapitulated—and Peckinpah’s 
film adaptation amplified—such ingrained images of Cornish “antipa-
thy” and “savagery.”  
 Trencher’s Farm especially echoes elements of Lawrence’s 1923 
novel Kangaroo. Set mostly in Australia, Kangaroo features a “young 
Cornishman” in Sydney, William James Trewhella, who is introduced 
as a literal redneck: “his hair cut round at the back, in a slightly rounded 
line above a smooth, sunburnt, reddened nape of the neck.” Kangaroo’s 
narrator stresses Trewhella’s generically Celtic otherness by calling him 
“a queer young man, with an Irish-looking face” (23, 24). Would-be 
dictator Ben “Kangaroo” Cooley believes that Trewhella (one of his sup-
porters) is “the instinctive traitor, as they all are. . . .They would like 
the white civilisation to be trampled underfoot piecemeal. And at the 
same time they live on us like parasites.” Here the Cornish are uncivi-
lized Celts, but “they” are also not wholly “white.” While protagonist 
and Lawrence surrogate Richard Lovat Somers shares Kangaroo’s proto-
fascist contempt for modern democracy, this is precisely why the prim-
itive otherness of the Cornish folk remains appealing to him: “They re-
member older gods, older ideals, different gods. . . . They are nearer the 
magic of the animal world” (209, 210). Richard’s enduring attraction to 
such “Celtic” mysticism derives from his wartime exile at Trendrinnan 
farm, “away there in the west of Cornwall, with the moors looking pri-
meval” (229). Somers conjures Cornwall’s “dark, shaggy moors” as a 
“truly Celtic” land beyond the ken of the military-industrial English 
nation-state: “he felt he was over the border, in another world . . . mak-
ing him savage too” (242). Yet, for all these otherworldly visions of 
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Cornwall, Somers suspects the locals of spying on him, “a job the Cor-
nish loved” (231). Like Cooley, “Somers gradually came to believe that 
all Jews, and all Celts, even whilst they espoused the cause of England, 
subtly lived to bring about the last humiliation of the great old England” 
(230). In Kangaroo, the Cornish, whether at home or abroad, are the 
enemy within.  
 Whereas Lawrence, like Somers, was attracted to “Celtic” Cornwall 
but repelled by the not-quite-whiteness of the Cornish—he once de-
clared that they seemed “almost negroid” and “ought all to die” (Letters 
520)—Williams’s emphasis on Dando’s “dark side” adheres to the more 
overtly negative tradition of viewing this “corner of England” as “hea-
then” and populated by “half savages.” When George visits The Dando 
Inn in chapter two, he feels “like a complete stranger” among the locals, 
and remarks to wife Louise the lack of “traditional English hospitality” 
(14). The dramatic irony here is that the opening chapter has already 
established, and subsequent events will dramatize, that Dando has 
never been traditionally English or hospitable to “outsiders.” After Ma-
gruder departs the inn, the narrative does briefly suggest that the locals 
are members of a marginalized agrarian working-class, and that the ar-
rival of the “rich yank” has awoken them to their exploitation. Farmer 
Tom Hedden asks fellow drinker Norman Scutt, “How does ’ee [Ma-
gruder] afford Trencher’s then?” Scutt replies, “Twelve guinea a 
week. . . . More’n some folk get for feedin’ whole family” (15). This 
response resonates with Hedden, who can barely maintain his own 
modest farm with child labor. The locals’ inchoate class consciousness 
is formally contained, however, as Williams reiterates their primitive 
difference through a shift in focalization to pub landlord Harry Ware 
and church warden Bill Knapman. Though Harry, a native of the north-
eastern city of Sunderland, “had lived in the West Country for more 
than twenty years he didn’t really understand the people. . . . If you 
came from anywhere else in England, these thick-necked, round-faced 
West Countrymen were regarded almost as clowns.” Harry does dis-
cern, though, that “beneath this stolid, almost bovine exterior,” there is 
something more sinister: “dark twists in their minds . . . their blood was 
said to be very old, going back to ancient days” (16). Unlike Ware, 
Knapman was “born and raised” locally (27), but his elevated class status 
and time away in the army distinguishes him from Hedden, Scutt, et al. 
Like Ware, Knapman knows how West Country stereotypes circulate 
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nationally—in the military, “they’d made jokes about inbreeding and 
incest”—but that Bill “could understand why the outside world would 
think that about the West Country” (28) serves to sanction Williams’s 
own recourse to just such stereotypes.  
 The novel’s plot quickens as Niles escapes from Two Waters and is 
suspected of abducting Hedden’s daughter Janice. When the Magrud-
ers’ car strikes Niles on the moor, the couple take him back to 
Trencher’s Farm to call an ambulance and the police. Hedden, Scutt, 
farmworker Phil Riddaway, mechanic Chris Cawsey, and carpenter 
Bert Voizey arrive before the authorities, demanding that the couple 
surrender Niles. There is again a fleeting hint that the local men’s rage 
arises from their socioeconomic circumstances: “All their lives other 
people had told them what to do, had insulted them, put them in gaol 
. . . kept them poor. All the years of resentment were now at flash point” 
(94). Into this fraught situation steps the warden, seeking to restore or-
der; compelled by his own class prejudice—“This riff-raff needed to be 
shouted at” (97)—Knapman confronts Hedden and is shot dead during 
a scuffle. Once Scutt warns that the group are all now party to man-
slaughter, and proposes covering up the shooting and invading the 
farmhouse, any lingering suggestion that the siege of Trencher’s farm 
constitutes a crude but potentially sympathetic form of class rebellion 
recedes. The narrative exaggerates the men’s savagery and sexual devi-
ance: Cawsey yearns to use his phallic knife on “the American man’s 
wife” as he has previously on sheep (88), while Scutt “lusted” to steal 
because “women’s stuff on a dressing-table gave him erections” (94). 
Implying that violent antipathy for outsiders is inbred, the narrator ab-
ruptly reveals that “Bert Voizey’s father had been one of the men who’d 
hacked the soldier’s head off ” following the rape of Mary Tremaine 
(124), while Scutt cites that “ancient” case of vigilante justice to justify 
the siege. George too realizes that the Tremaine case was more than 
“local colour” tale “about primeval passions and dark blood, some non-
sense”: Williams again appears to acknowledge the “nonsense” under-
lying West Country stereotypes, even as such “silly” stereotypes are 
driving the plot toward its violent denouement (114).   
 Extending Kangaroo’s associations between Cornish “perversity” 
and other ethnic threats to “white civilization,” the eponymous siege 
yokes the savagery of local “yokels” to Native Americans. George has “a 
flashing image of women loading rifles, of men crouching beneath 
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small windows in log walls, of Indians” (100). Though Louise’s incred-
ulous declaration that “This isn’t a bloody film” (101) once again sug-
gests Williams’s awareness that his plot relies on just such generic 
conventions, George’s Western fantasies win the day and save his fam-
ily. When Scutt enters the house with Hedden’s shotgun and mock-
ingly declares “we’ll burn the house and the lot of you in her. . . . Us be 
just yokels to you like, that’s it, innit?,” George outwits his foe by “re-
member[ing] a cowboy film” (146). At the end of the siege, the litera-
ture professor is a man regenerated through violence against backward 
natives who, while apparently white, resemble the “savages” of West-
ern movies.5 Such a neo-western narrative seemed well suited for cin-
ematic adaptation by the director of The Wild Bunch, but relocating 
the film version further into the wild West Country also allowed Peck-
inpah to tap into deep-seated notions of Cornwall as a rebellious, vio-
lent nation’s region—notions that would prove adaptable in turn come 
Lurie’s Mississippi remake.  
  
“Primitive Savagery”: Cornwall in Peckinpah’s Straw Dogs  
 Like Williams’s first chapter, the opening scenes of Peckinpah’s film 
adumbrate the ominous otherness of the village to which David and 
Amy Sumner (Dustin Hoffman and Susan George) have relocated. The 
black-and-white opening shot depicts a gravestone dated 1812; as the 
opening credits roll, an overhead shot comes into colorized focus, re-
vealing children playing in a church graveyard. Dirty youth observe 
David emerging from the village store; some boys gaze—as the next 
shot compels the viewer to do too—at Amy’s nipples, visible through 
her tight white sweater. Following Amy is a local teenage girl, Janice 
Hedden (Sally Thomsett), helping Amy carry a mantrap back to the 

 
5 It is worth qualifying that George’s resistance to the siege also draws on his aca-

demic research into the (fictional) eighteenth-century English diarist Branksheer: spe-
cifically, “Branksheer’s account of a farm-workers’ riot in Lincolnshire” that was put 
down by “serving people, throwing pots of boiling water over the arsonists” (Williams 
116). Here Williams gestures to a larger English (literary) history of rural labor rebel-
lion, and George’s defense of Trencher’s Farm includes repelling Bert Voizey with pans 
of boiling water. Once again, though, the larger socio-political implications of refer-
encing working-class resistance are sidelined by the novel’s sensational dramatic mo-
mentum, and the reduction of Dando’s denizens to deviant “savages.” David Sumner 
also uses pots of boiling water during the siege in both film versions. My thanks to one 
of the anonymous peer reviewers for input here. 
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Sumners’ car, where Charlie Venner (Del Henney) informs David that 
such traps “used to be used for catching poachers.” When David enters 
the Wakely Arms pub and asks for “a couple of packs of any American 
cigarettes,” local drunk Tom Hedden stares at David’s incongruous ten-
nis shoes before antagonizing landlord Harry Ware (Robert Keegan). 
This opening sequence efficiently establishes three key points: that as 
an American, Sumner (like Magruder) is a conspicuous outsider to this 
closed community; that David is endangered by local men like Hedden 
and female “mantraps,” including his own wife; and that as in Wil-
liams’s Dando, so in Wakely “the old ways and the old ideas lived on as 
before.”  
 The opening and other exterior scenes were filmed in St. Buryan, a 
west Cornwall village with significant links to the “old ways”: after de-
feating combined Cornish and Danish forces in 931, Athelstan built a 
church on the site in honor of the Irish missionary St. Buriana. As Mar-
ion Gibson shrewdly observes, while Williams’s opening chapter in-
vokes “Devon’s pagan . . . past in the ‘Celtic’ kingdom of Dumnonia. . . . 
moving the story to Cornwall, as Sam Peckinpah did, intensifies this 
sense of difference” (145). The monochrome opening shots of the 
church graveyard evoke a brooding sense that, as Michael Sragow puts 
it, “David has intruded upon relationships that appear to be rooted in 
the ancient stony ground and weather-beaten, centuries-old buildings” 
(75). The images of bedraggled urchins swarming a “village nucleus” 
dominated by “an isolated church” dramatize Cornwall’s poverty and 
(as the 1947 report put it) “rural decadence, materially, mentally and 
spiritually.”  
 The opening sequence of Straw Dogs also signals significant depar-
tures from the source novel, however. Unlike Louise Magruder, Amy 
Sumner already knows the village and Venner (a peripheral character 
in Trencher’s Farm), who notes that it is “three summer holidays and 
six years” since he last saw Amy: she spent summers at the farm with 
her father. When Amy asks why village idiot Henry Niles has not been 
“put away” (another departure from Williams’s novel, where Niles is a 
northerner and institutionalized), Charlie responds, “Oh, we can take 
care of our own here.”6 While David watches from the pub window, 

 
6 In Trencher’s Farm, Niles is in Two Waters for murdering two children “up North” 

(69), and it is Janice Hedden who is “born afflicted” (29). In both versions of Straw 
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Venner puts his arm around Amy and remarks, “Remember when I 
took care of you Amy? . . . There was once a time, Mrs. Sumner, when 
you were ready to beg me for it.” With this stress on an earlier sexual 
relationship between Amy and Charlie, following the mantrap associa-
tion between Amy and Janice, Straw Dogs identifies David’s wife as 
dangerously linked to the locals. The Sumners’ decision to hire Venner 
to help Norman Scutt complete repairs on Trencher’s farm further 
raises the stakes of the masculine struggle between David and Charlie: 
in the novel, none of the local men works for the Magruders.  
 A publicity blurb for Peckinpah’s film declared, “Before long the 
couple discovers that beneath the peaceful façade of the country village 
and its inhabitants lay depths of primitive savagery” (Simkin 36). Early 
on, there are ominous signs: Janice and her brother Bobby huddle to-
gether in a tree while spying on the Sumners having sex in the farm-
house bedroom (recalling Somers’s observation in Kangaroo that spying 
is “a job the Cornish loved”), and the couple discover the farmhouse cat 
hanging in the bedroom closet. The “primitive savagery” escalates dras-
tically with the double rape of Amy by Venner and Scutt, and culmi-
nates in the siege. British reviewers balked at this vertiginous descent 
into violence, less due to the long rape scene—the main reason for the 
film’s ban in Britain between 1984 and 2002—than Peckinpah’s “less 
than complimentary representation of rural England.” The Financial 
Times complained that the locals were “a violent and unlovely lot of 
idiots, rapists, nymphomaniacs and drunks.” Although Peckinpah and 
David Z. Goodman’s screenplay excised George Magruder’s frontier 
fantasies, the director’s prior association with the Western genre en-
couraged more than one reviewer to associate the savagery of David 
Sumner’s West Country antagonists with those other native peoples 
against whom white male American movie heroes so often tested their 
supremacy. The Times opined that Peckinpah transferred “the Sioux or 
the Apache massacre from the Western to an English living-room,” ex-
cept that “no redskin attack, no paleface revenge I ever saw on the 
screen was as mindlessly revolting” (Simkin 48).7  

 
Dogs, Niles becomes the native idiot, regionalizing his deviant sexual menace. A draft 
of Peckinpah’s script had Niles raping Janice after killing her (Simkin 48). 

7 Such associations between Cornishmen and Native Americans were not entirely 
new. In 1879, Robert Louis Stevenson described an encounter with Cornish miners on 
the American plains: “A division of races . . . keeps this close, esoteric family apart from 
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 Yet none of the British reviews acknowledged that Straw Dogs drew 
upon a much older, homegrown conception of the Cornish as primitive 
and savage. Peckinpah outdoes both Lawrence’s rendition of “the lower 
classes” at Trendrinnan Farm and Williams’s depiction of the workers’ 
sexualized “brutality” at Trencher’s Farm. Before the notorious double 
rape scene (no such scene occurs in Williams’s novel), Cawsey steals a 
pair of Amy’s panties as a “trophy,” while Scutt observes ominously that 
he wants “what’s been inside them.”8 During the siege, Hedden shoots 
the local magistrate, Major Scott (T. P. McKenna), when Scott arrives 
and attempts to impose his authority. Hedden bitterly observes that the 
magistrate failed to lock up Niles even as he “put away” another of Hed-
den’s daughters, but Peckinpah makes less explicit the intra-communal 
class resentment permeating the equivalent scene in Trencher’s Farm: 
Tom’s killing of “one of them,” warden Knapman (Williams 96). As Da-
vid’s drunken antagonists breach the farmhouse, Amy threatens to 
abandon her husband for Charlie: now more than ever, Amy appears as 
one of “our own here,” loyal to Venner and the other local men over 
and above her outsider spouse. David’s vicious suppression of Amy’s 
treachery—he slaps her across the face as she tries to open the front 
door—prefaces his violent resistance to the siege: David deflects Hed-
den’s rifle so it blows off Tom’s foot, then bludgeons Cawsey with a 
metal poker. After Venner shoots Scutt when the latter attempts to rape 
Amy a second time, David almost decapitates Charlie with the mantrap 
first seen in the opening scene. Peckinpah’s adaptation thus surpasses 
Williams’s source text by “exaggerating the customary savagery of the 
local populace and shifting it further west” where the Cornish natives 
are “portrayed as uniformly unpleasant, without redeeming innocence 
of any kind”: as Gibson remarks, Straw Dogs “is overcast by the feeling 
that Cornwall is not in England” (146–47). Forty years later, Lurie’s re-
make adapted this feeling to the exceptionalist myth that Mississippi is 
not in the United States: ground zero of a region already imagined as 
deviant from (as Duck puts it) the “modern or ‘enlightened nation.’”  
 

 
neighbouring Englishmen. Not even a Red Indian seems more foreign in my eyes” (Pay-
ton 275). 

8 Trencher’s Farm alludes to Scutt’s prior involvement in gang rape (107), but Louise 
Magruder is never assaulted. 
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“Redneck Wisdom” and Mississippi Exceptionalism in Lurie’s Straw 
Dogs  
 Lurie’s opening sequences are as efficient in establishing the spatial 
and temporal otherness of small-town Mississippi as were Williams and 
Peckinpah in depicting West Country villages. The Sumners’ arrival in 
“Backwater, Mississippi” in their open-top Jaguar E-type is juxtaposed 
with shots of the pickup truck with which Charlie Venner and his work 
crew will be associated throughout the film. Setting is established 
through static and panning shots of swamps and trees draped in hang-
ing moss. Where the physical landscapes of Devon and Cornwall were 
adaptable between Williams’s novel and Peckinpah’s film, in Lurie’s re-
make the Deep South scenery is interchangeable: the closing credits re-
veal that Straw Dogs was shot not in Mississippi but rather Shreveport, 
Louisiana.  
 The first interior scene firmly establishes the tense social dynamics 
between David and the locals. The Sumners stop for lunch at a bar 
called Blackie’s (the remake’s equivalent of the Dando Inn and the 
Wakely Arms), where, according to Amy, “the problems of the world 
are solved . . . the Blackwater world.” The film quickly signals David’s 
outsider status and suspect masculinity within this self-contained world 
as alcoholic ex-football coach Tom Heddon calls him a “creampuff” 
and, staring at David’s unlaced sneakers, asks if “they don’t have shoe-
laces in Los Angeles.” David’s identification with California’s metrosex-
ual creative class is reaffirmed during his first encounter with Venner, 
Blackwater High’s former quarterback and Amy’s ex-boyfriend. Part of 
this scene reproduces almost exactly dialog from the first film: when 
Jeremy Niles (Blackwater’s version of Henry Niles) enters the bar and 
Amy asks why Niles has not been institutionalized, Charlie responds 
“We take care of our own here” and asks “Remember when I took care 
of you?” As in Peckinpah’s film, David witnesses the exchange from a 
distance, but an extra line of dialog amplifies his exclusion from not 
merely the romantic history between Charlie and Amy, but regional 
mores generally: as Charlie strokes Amy’s hair, Heddon slyly remarks 
“that’s some southern hospitality.” Much as the source novel drama-
tized the Dando Inn’s lack of “traditional English hospitality” to George, 
the scene at Blackie’s signals that, for David, “southern hospitality” will 
be conspicuous by its absence. 
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 The dialog further departs from Peckinpah’s film by reintroducing 
the class tensions suggested but submerged in Williams’s source novel. 
In contrast to Trencher’s Farm, however, Lurie’s remake does not sug-
gest such tensions exist within the community: they emerge only be-
tween the locals and the outsider. When David claims that being a 
screenwriter “means that I work for a living,” Charlie raps his knuckle 
on the table and remarks drily “let’s hear it for the working class.” A 
few seconds later, the waitress responds to David’s surprise at having to 
pay with cash by remarking “You know, that stuff poor people use for 
money.” David’s insensitivity to local class identity is also apparent 
when the Sumners arrive at the Wilcox farm and inspect hurricane 
damage to the barn. David proposes that he and Amy pass on to Ven-
ner’s crew the surplus between the relief money they are receiving 
from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the 
amount they agreed to pay for the crew’s labor, but Amy explains to 
David that this magnanimous gesture merely patronizes the crew: 
“Charlie and the boys don’t need help, they need work.” Yet David con-
tinues in a condescending vein: rattled by the crew’s unsubtle sexual 
attention to Amy, David mansplains to his wife the meaning of the term 
“straw dogs” (another departure from the first film, where the title goes 
unmentioned). David pontificates that war veterans like Sheriff Burke 
and former football heroes like “the guys fixing our roof” are “a bunch 
of straw dogs”: as in Chinese religious practice, they were treated with 
reverence during the appropriate rituals, but then discarded. David 
smugly reassures Amy—whose inheritance of the rather grand “farm” 
clearly marks her family as wealthier than Venner and his crew—that 
“I’m not talking about you. You’re not one of them. Not any more you 
ain’t.” As in Peckinpah’s film, however, David will have cause to doubt 
his wife’s disaffiliation from “them” and “their” regional otherness. 
 Much like Williams’s novel, Lurie’s film retreats from the poten-
tially subtler implications of class differences within the local commu-
nity, or between the local laborers and the outsider intellectual. As in 
the first Straw Dogs and other Hollywood films about the South, soon 
“the working class is marked as primitive” (Turner 119). Lurie’s screen-
play wastes little time in depicting Venner and his crew in such nega-
tive terms that, notwithstanding David’s self-satisfaction, viewer 
sympathy veers decisively in David’s direction. For starters, these sup-
posedly proud workers prove to be shirkers, more interested in ogling 
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Amy and antagonizing David than completing the contracted job. After 
slovenly Bic ambles into the farmhouse kitchen and helps the crew to 
beers, David exasperatedly asks Amy, “Do your friends do things like 
that a lot?” Amy’s response—“Come on, we all trust each other here. 
We don’t even lock our doors”—is loaded with grim dramatic irony, as 
just a few scenes later Charlie forces his way through the (unlocked) 
front door and rapes Amy, after which Norman appears and assaults her 
too. Lurie handles this distressing double rape more sensitively than 
Peckinpah’s notoriously salacious and elongated equivalent scene. Yet 
the remake accentuates the work crew’s primitive savagery by stressing 
their status as not merely white southerners, but white Mississippians.  
 Like Cornwall, the US South has long been depicted as a dangerous, 
treacherous region within and against the nation. To be sure, from 
fighting a civil war in defense of racial slavery to the violent imposition 
of Jim Crow, the white supremacist South has earned such negative de-
pictions. Yet as NSS scholarship has demonstrated, the discourse of a 
backward, rebellious, and aberrant South also served an ideological 
function in the formation of US national identity. Much as pejorative 
images of “primitive,” “heathen” Cornwall contrasted unfavorably with 
industrial, imperial England, so since US independence the South has 
functioned as “part of the national body that nonetheless is differenti-
ated and held apart from the whole” (Greeson 1). As Duck notes, “the 
nation [is associated] with democracy and change and the region with 
racism and tradition” (3). Moreover, if the US South has been the na-
tion’s region, then “Mississippi has long been imagined as the South on 
steroids, the South in all of its gothic horror.” Crespino unpacks how 
the enduring “metaphor of Mississippi as a ‘closed society,’” dominated 
by white supremacy and hostility to outsiders, bolsters the liberal, pro-
gressive image of the nation (100). Hollywood has played a major role 
here: Ted Atkinson analyzes Mississippi Burning (1988) as a “fantasy of 
containment that disavows the social evil of racism as a national prob-
lem by limiting its scope to Mississippi, circa 1964” (4). Such metaphors 
and fantasies of Mississippi as especially other—spatially and tempo-
rally, backwoods and backwards—recur in Lurie’s Straw Dogs. When 
the work crew sign off early to go hunting, the camera eye lingers on 
the “Ole Miss” flag flying from their pickup truck. This symbol of the 
University of Mississippi contrasts with David’s Harvard University la-
crosse t-shirt, but also locates the crew’s danger to David within a 
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longer history of violence against both black locals and outsiders. Mis-
sissippi Burning establishes the patriotic idealism of FBI agent Alan 
Ward (Willem Dafoe) through the early revelation of Ward’s wound-
ing while safeguarding James Meredith’s desegregation of the Univer-
sity of Mississippi in 1962. Straw Dogs likewise associates “Ole Miss” 
with white southern resistance to the US nation-state: when David fol-
lows the crew’s truck into Blackwater, David’s gaze (and through the 
camera eye, ours) moves from the “Ole Miss” flag to a Confederate stars-
and-bars bumper sticker bearing the legend “These colors don’t run.” 
Where Peckinpah drew implicitly on the mythology of the “perfidious” 
Cornish as separatists whose “country was never conquered,” Lurie’s 
remake explicitly flags white Mississippians’ ongoing investment in se-
cession.  
 In Trencher’s Farm and the first Straw Dogs, the West Country na-
tives exhibit “primitive savagery” analogous to Western genre stereo-
types about “Indians”; in Kangaroo too the Celtic “perversity” of the 
Cornish renders them less than “white.” By contrast, Lurie’s movie 
stresses the whiteness of Venner’s crew, but in a familiar negative iter-
ation: the redneck menace from earlier movies set in the South. Allison 
Graham notes how, since the 1955 murder of Emmett Till and resulting 
“global condemnation of the state of Mississippi,” US popular culture 
has rendered rednecks as “doubly debased, a primitive even in the most 
primitive section of the country” (339, 340). The casting of tall blond 
Swede Alexander Skarsgård makes Venner almost parodically Aryan; 
camo-wearing, greasy-haired Norman and sweaty, obese Bic conform 
to the more conventional redneck lineage of Ralph Henshaw (In the 
Heat of the Night ), Mountain Man (the rapist in Deliverance ), Frank 
Bailey (Mississippi Burning), and Billy Ray Cobb and Pete Willard (A 
Time to Kill ). Lurie ramps up their menace in scenes set at Blackwater’s 
other social hubs, the church and the football stadium. When David 
leaves Sunday service to nap in his Jaguar, Venner confronts him: “Now 
it’s one thing to come into town and think you’re too good for the 
people who live here. But being too good for God, that’s another thing 
entirely.” With a smirk and wink, Charlie adds “just a little redneck 
wisdom for you.” Like Trencher’s Farm’s knowing references to “in-
cest,” “yokels,” and other “local colour” clichés, Charlie’s self-identi-
fication as “redneck” registers the film’s awareness that this is a 
hackneyed regional stereotype, even as that stereotype—with all its 
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menacing connotations—is being mobilized to drive the drama. After 
stranding David in the woods, Charlie and Norman infiltrate the farm-
house and rape Amy.9 Returning home in humiliation, David rages that 
“your fucking redneck hillbilly friends abandoned me out there.” As in 
the first film, David’s damaged ego appears ridiculous because he never 
even registers that his wife has endured a brutal assault during his ab-
sence. Yet our witnessing the double rape as viewers vindicates David’s 
diatribe: Charlie and Norman deserve their double debasement as “red-
necks” and “hillbillies,” deviating as far as they do from the ideal of a 
liberal, enlightened national character.10  
 Amy’s rebelliousness against David, an ongoing theme in the first 
Straw Dogs, is also “southernized” in the remake. Peckinpah exagger-
ated the novel’s underdeveloped gestures to cultural differences be-
tween the American academic and his English wife by linking Amy’s 
adolescent summers to the Cornish village and Charlie; the remake here 
goes further by making Amy both a Blackwater native—one “of our 
own”—and Charlie’s high school sweetheart. David’s patronizing as-
surance that Amy is no longer “one of them” barely obscures his own 
anxiety, exposed as the drama unfolds, that his wife remains more Mis-
sissippian than Californian—and more Charlie’s than his. Moreover, 
though the remake abandons Peckinpah’s heavy-handed association of 
Amy and Janice’s sexuality with a literal mantrap, Lurie emphasizes 
suspect relationships between two sets of southern daughters and fa-
thers: Amy and her deceased “daddy,” and Janice and Tom Heddon. 
When David asks Amy if her father ever took her hunting, she re-
sponds, “Oh honey, you know a lot about a lot of things, but you don’t 
know shit about southern daddies and their southern daughters.” The 
hint here of a quasi-incestuous relationship anticipates Janice’s rebel-
lion against her “southern daddy”: fifteen-year-old Janice transfers her 

 
9 Lurie’s Straw Dogs here also exemplifies what Barker and McKee call the “racial 

reversal of the southern rape complex,” through which the threat that black men sup-
posedly pose to white women is transferred to the “‘redneck menace’” (9). 

10 Graham notes that in post-World War II US popular culture, hillbillies were usu-
ally harmless and sometimes lovable (338). However, since the film adaptation of De-
liverance, with its infamous scene of male rape, the representation of the “hillbilly” has 
had a harder edge reminiscent of the redneck menace. In this (film-) historical context, 
David’s conflation of “redneck” and “hillbilly” carries extra force.  
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flirtatious affections from Tom (seen during a scene at Blackie’s) to Jer-
emy Niles, who is both boyishly innocent because of his idiocy and old 
enough to be her father (actor Purcell was forty-one at the time of the 
film’s release). During a high school football game, Janice lures Jeremy 
into a changing room within the stadium. Janice is poised to perform 
fellatio on Jeremy when Tom comes looking for them: Jeremy panics 
and inadvertently smothers Janice, a sequence intercut with Amy’s 
traumatic flashbacks to the rape. While Lurie’s remake takes care to 
avoid the first film’s suggestion that Amy begins to enjoy Charlie’s as-
sault, at other points it ratchets up Amy’s sexually charged rebellion 
against David. In the early bedroom sex scene between the Sumners 
(adapted from the first film, excising the local voyeurs), Amy performs 
a parody of sexual insubordination and jokes about David’s penis size. 
Later she deliberately bares her breasts to the work crew, apparently as 
a rebuke to David’s victim-blaming suggestion that “maybe you should 
wear a bra” to prevent the crew ogling her.11 Amy also belittles David’s 
“principles” following his failure to intervene physically when Tom at-
tacks Jeremy for being near Janice during a Sunday community social. 
The remake thus fundamentally reaffirms the first film’s vigilantist 
logic: David is finally compelled to fight back during the siege less to 
protect the farm and Niles than to overcome both the menace of the 
local men and the rebelliousness of his regionally marked wife.  
 The siege of the Wilcox farm also reveals, at last, the rednecks’ sim-
mering racial antipathy. In the remake, it is Sheriff Burke who arrives 
and tries to restore the rule of law, at which point Heddon taunts Burke 
to “get your fucking black ass over here and try” to disarm and arrest 
him. This is the first (and last) racial slur uttered in the film, and while 
it departs from both source texts, it fulfills expectations about white 
male Mississippians established in earlier cinematic depictions of the 
redneck menace. Through the front door spyhole, David witnesses 
Heddon shoot the sheriff in the back even as Burke is reassuring David 
that Tom, Charlie, et al. are “good people.” This deliberate act of murder 

 
11 Compared to Peckinpah’s film, the remake’s Amy is far more vocal in challenging 

David’s victim-blaming, then far more deliberate in baring her breasts to the work 
crew. Amy’s action rebukes both the crew’s ogling and David’s misogyny, but backfires 
by appearing to encourage the crew’s sexual objectification of her body before the dou-
ble rape. 
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departs markedly from the accidental killings of warden Knapman in 
Williams’s novel and magistrate Scott in Peckinpah’s film.12 
 Race and region play a more complex role during the siege through 
the diegetic sound of music. Gibson observes that the first film’s con-
flation of “stereotyped Celticity” with Cornish savagery is evident in 
the introduction of bagpipe music, which David blasts through a gram-
ophone while he violently repels Hedden, Riddaway, and Cawsey. The 
screeching bagpipes suggest that to overcome the “ungovernable pas-
sions” of his Cornish antagonists, David “symbolically becomes a ‘Celt’” 
(147–48). That the remake’s David cranks up during the siege a vinyl 
record of “Release Me,” the same song that Venner cued up before the 
double rape of Amy, may suggest that he now becomes a (white) south-
erner: after all, David’s violent actions while the record plays mirror 
those of the work crew. Indeed, even David’s bitter antagonist approves 
the belated “release” of his masculine instincts: hearing the music com-
ing from the farmhouse, Charlie acknowledges that “son of a bitch got 
some man in him after all.”  
 This would be to overlook, however, the film’s diegetic use of south-
ern rock before the siege, and the racial identity of the artist whose 
version of “Release Me” soundtracks David’s resistance. Early scenes 
featuring Venner and his crew signpost their southern whiteness 
through songs by Lynyrd Skynyrd (“Gimme Three Steps”) and Molly 
Hatchet (“Flirtin’ with Disaster”). Southern rock contrasts too with Da-
vid’s preference for classical music: during a rock band’s performance 
at the Sunday social, Charlie pointedly asks David, “How do you like 
our local music? Ain’t quite your Beethoven.” Yet during the siege, Da-
vid blares neither bagpipes nor Beethoven.13 Written in 1949 by Okla-
homan country singers Eddie Miller and Robert Yount, in 1954 
“Release Me and Let Me Love Again” became a hit twice over for white 
southern country artists Ray Price and Kitty Wells. David, however, 
plays a relatively obscure version by Clifton Chenier, issued in 1969 on 
Bayou Records. This may appear like another example of the film’s 

 
12 Graham notes that in popular cultural texts about the US South, “[t]he white 

working class still produces criminals, the black working class still produces victims” 
(348). The representation of Burke’s murder in Straw Dogs reconfirms both points. 

13 Despite its intertextual connections to “Celtic” Cornwall, Lurie’s remake does not 
take up the dubious notion that the white US South is “Celtic,” as argued by Grady 
McWhiney in Cracker Culture (1988). 
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loose use of Louisiana interchangeably with Mississippi: Chenier was 
“the King of Zydeco,” a genre intimately associated with the Franco-
phone black Creole culture of southwest Louisiana. The choice of a 
black southern performer like Chenier serves, however, to symbolically 
dissociate David from his white Mississippian persecutors, even as his 
violent vigilantism resembles theirs. “Release Me” blasting away, Da-
vid’s own massive resistance to the redneck menace recalls the finale to 
Mississippi Burning, in which Ward’s fellow FBI agents adapt the Ku 
Klux Klan’s vigilante tactics for what Atkinson calls “the greater good” 
of “venturing outside the law to uphold it” (9–10): solving the murder 
of three civil rights workers. David’s decision to meet violence with 
violence—he shoots Heddon and bludgeons Bic with a golf club while 
“Release Me” is still playing, before almost beheading Venner with a 
bear trap14—is elevated as an act of extrajudicial vengeance for yet an-
other racist murder of a black man in Mississippi.15  
 
“We’re All a Bit Inbred”: The US West, the West Country, and the US 
South as Nations’ Regions  
 During a 1970 Westward Television news segment about the filming 
of the first Straw Dogs, Westward’s reporter noted the “hostility that 
Cornish people always are credited to have toward foreigners” before 
putting it to Peckinpah that “the West Country people are portrayed as 
being very insular and inward-looking and inbred: is this how you find 
them?” Peckinpah responded, “Well, I’ve found insular and inbred peo-
ple all over the world. I certainly wouldn’t confine them to the West 
Country, as you say. I’ve certainly found them in the South, the West.” 
Peckinpah diplomatically adds that “we’re all a bit inbred,” but his ex-
amples of other “insular” peoples are telling (Westward). Besides ges-
turing to his own career move from “the West” to “the West Country,” 

 
14 In Lurie’s remake, Amy, rather than Charlie, shoots Norman when the latter tries 

to rape her again. Lurie nevertheless maintains Peckinpah’s focus on David’s masculine 
regeneration through violence, even repeating David’s (blatantly incorrect) declaration 
that “I got them all.” 

15 By contrast, Peckinpah’s film hints early on that David has fled US racial strife 
and the civil rights struggle. Cawsey remarks the “bombin’, riotin’, snipin’, shootin’ the 
blacks,” and Scutt asks “Was you involved in it, sir? I mean, did you take part?” Amy 
too antagonizes David by insisting “you left [the US] because you didn’t want to take a 
stand, to commit.” 
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Peckinpah anticipates the relocation of Straw Dogs to the US South 
forty years later. Moreover, long before Lurie’s remake, Straw Dogs 
foreshadowed “survival horror” (Simkin 120) films like Deliverance, 
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre (1974), and Southern Comfort (1981), all 
of which were set below the Mason-Dixon line and deepened Holly-
wood’s investment in the myth of “an exceptional, reactionary South” 
deviating from “a normative, progressive” nation (Lassiter and Crespino 
14).  
 Seeking to extend the global scales of New Southern Studies schol-
arship, as well as NSS engagement with regional-national scales, this 
essay has traced a transnational, intertextual trajectory from the West 
Country of Williams’s The Siege of Trencher’s Farm, via west Cornwall 
in Peckinpah’s Straw Dogs, to the Deep South in Lurie’s Straw Dogs. 
All three of these texts, like related novels and films from Kangaroo to 
Mississippi Burning, exhibit an abiding concern with the role of na-
tions’ regions as sites of primitive, backward deviance. The transatlantic 
recasting of Cornish “yokels” as Mississippian “rednecks” is consistent 
with a wider US political and popular culture in which “the South was 
and is America’s repellent yet all too compelling Other” (Graham 335). 
Considering comparatively across Williams’s source novel and its first 
film adaptation, though, this familiar tendency to imagine the US South 
as “simultaneously inside and outside the national imaginary” (Greeson 
3) appears somewhat less exceptional. As Peckinpah’s Straw Dogs so 
vividly dramatizes, Cornwall too has long figured as a marginal, aber-
rant “backwater” within and against the nation. 
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